MRI in the detection and management of breast cancer.
Breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is now at a stage where the evidence is suggesting widespread potential in the management of patients with known or suspected breast cancers. MRI is used as a supplementary tool to complement conventional methods of breast evaluation because it has excellent problem-solving capabilities. Many indications for clinical breast MRI are recognized, including resolving findings on mammography, staging of breast cancer when multiple or bilateral disease is suspected, and detecting the occult primary breast cancer presenting with malignant axillary lymphadenopathy but no detectable lesion on conventional breast examination. There is also encouraging ongoing research evaluating its role for the assessment of patients at high risk of breast cancer, for primary staging of cancers in radiographically dense breasts and for the assessment of response to chemotherapy. This article will review both the technical aspects of performing and interpreting breast MRI, as well as the current and possible future roles of breast MRI, comparing its strengths and weaknesses with conventional imaging.